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Velocity reassignment echoes in proteins
Dong Xu and Klaus Schulten
Department of Physics and Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign,
Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 10 January 1995; accepted 24 April 1995!

A new echo phenomenon in proteins, a generalization of so-called temperature quench echoe
introduced and shown to reveal, through molecular dynamics simulations, periodic motions~normal
modes! in proteins with phase coherence times of about one picosecond. The echoes are indu
through reassignments of Cartesian velocities to protein atoms at timest50 andt5t ~0,t<1 ps!
and appear as two sharp~widths of about 5 fs! features in the kinetic and potential energy at
t53t/2 andt52t. The velocities, assigned att50 and att5t to each atom, need to be correlated,
but can otherwise be random. The echo at 3t/2 can be induced without any change in the
temperature of the protein. Skeletal motions involving angular and stretch motions contribu
principally to the echo effect. Electrostatic interactions do not affect the echoes. The echoes in
temperature are described, in the framework of the harmonic approximation, in terms of t
equilibrium temperature–temperature correlation function. The velocity reassignments induce
echoes through the generation of phase coherence of protein modes. Phase relaxation du
anharmonic interactions, lead to a dependence of the echo depths on the time intervalt between
velocity replacements which can be accounted for by phase diffusion or by Langevin oscillato
The echo effect can provide a sensitive probe for the study of non-diffusive energy transport
proteins. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motions in proteins have been studied by observat
and by molecular dynamics simulation for many years,
are still only poorly understood. In case of solids and sm
molecules our understanding of characteristic motions, c
parably, is in a vastly better state, owing much to investi
tions of periodic motions in these systems.1,2 Following this
example researchers have studied normal modes also in
teins. Normal mode analysis has been used, for exampl
describe the fluctuations and display concerted motions
proteins.3–9 Normal modes have been applied to model sl
motions between protein domains, for example, the hin
bending motion of lysozyme.10,11

An experimental access to normal modes in protein
provided by incoherent neutron scattering and observat
of density of states were found in agreement w
simulations.12,13 Many observations have focussed on ox
gen carrying heme proteins. Inelastic neutron scattering s
tra in Ref. 14 have resolved the density of states of
modes of myoglobin in the low-frequency regime. Sit
selective fluorescence spectroscopy of Zn-substituted m
globin has obtained this density without the use of mo
shape functions.15 Recent photoacoustic studies of protei
in D2O using ps IR spectroscopy have revealed two forms
energy transport, a classical diffusive path and a faster
enue, likely involving concerted protein motions.16 Reso-
nance Raman spectroscopy using ps laser pulses have
interpreted through relaxation of protein normal modes,
signing a dephasing time of 500 fs.17 A recent review of
related studies and of observations of protein dynamics u
phase grating spectroscopy is found in Ref. 18. Due to th
exciting investigations protein normal modes promise
command the interest of spectroscopists for years to com

Protein normal modes hold a particular fascination a
for theoretical protein science since they are thought to p
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vide suitable basis vectors for long-time integration
methods19,20 and can serve to simplify molecular dynamics
simulations through constraints to low-frequency modes.21

Normal modes also provide a classification scheme for pr
teins dividing forces into harmonic and anharmonic.22,23The
significant anharmonic contributions of force fields in pro
teins, such as torsional potentials, electrostatic and van d
Waals interactions, call into question the existence of prote
normal modes and even the existence of periodic or cohere
motions. The widely adopted method to obtain norma
modes for proteins is to calculate the second derivative~Hes-
sian! matrix of the potential energy with respect to Cartesia
coordinates or with respect to internal coordinates, and
diagonalize this matrix.3 Due to anharmonic effects, normal
modes defined through this method are not unique, but rath
depend on the conformation of a protein. One would like t
know how these modes, which are defined strictly only a
T50, manifest themselves at higher temperatures.

Beyond a description through the Hessian matrix, the
are few other tools to describe normal modes in proteins.
welcome exception is the temperature quench echo~TQE!
phenomenon. The TQE was first observed in simulations
disordered solids by Grestet al.24–27 and had been applied
recently to the protein bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibito
~BPTI! by Becker and Karplus.28 The basic idea of the TQE
can be summarized as follows: A molecular dynamics sim
lation of a system at a certain temperature is halted twice,
times t50 and t5t; each time the simulation is continued
with the same positions, but with all atomic velocities re
placed by zero velocities. This procedure is referred to as
double quench. After this quench, at time 2t, one observes a
dip in the temperature of the system defined through the to
kinetic energyEk(t):

T~ t !5
2

3kBN
Ek~ t !, ~1!
5/103(8)/3124/16/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of PhysicsAIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Ek~ t !5(
i

1

2
mivi

2~ t !, ~2!

whereN denotes the number of atoms. In microcanoni
simulations holdsEk(t)1V(t)5E5constant, such that th
TQE can also be observed through a bump in the poten
energyV(t), an obvious possibility not considered before

The TQE arises from coherent harmonic motions o
protein induced through the double quench, setting the p
tein temperature twice to zero values.28,29Generalizations of
the double quench procedure involved cool–heat–cool
quences instead of a cool–cool sequence.28 All the methods
employed involved a significant change of temperature a
hence, a major perturbation. For example, double quenc
reduce a protein’s temperature to a quarter of the initial te
peratureT0 , e.g., from 300 K to 75 K.

In this paper, we will introduce an echo phenomen
which generalizes the TQE in a seemingly straightforw
way: rather than reassigning twice, i.e., at timest50 and
t5t, zero velocities to a protein’s atoms, one assigns vel
ties from two random, but correlated sets of velocities.
general, one obtains through such procedure echoes att/2,
along with the conventional 2t echoes. We will refer to this
echo as the velocity reassignment echo~VRE!. In case that
the VRE procedure uses att50 and att5t identical sets of
velocities obeying a Maxwell distribution for temperatu
T0 , whereT0 is the equilibrium temperature of the startin
structure, the echo att52t disappears, but the echo
t53t/2 remains. Such procedure avoids any tempera
change in the system.

The VRE can be exploited to yield further insight in
normal modes of proteins. One possibility is to study t
effects of anharmonic interactions which, due to phase re
ation, induce a dependence of the echo depth on the
intervalt. Another possibility is to monitor the echo throug
V(t) rather thanEk(t) so that one can determine which p
tential energy terms, e.g., torsional or stretch, participate
nificantly in the echo and, thereby, identify the types of m
tions which give rise to quasi-harmonic protein motions.

In Section II of this paper the molecular dynamics sim
lation methods used are briefly presented. In Section III
VRE simulation procedure is described and exemplary sim
lation results are discussed. Section IV focuses on simula
results forV(t) –echoes and analyses how different types
potential energies participate in these echoes. In Sectio
the theory of the VRE is derived in the harmonic approxim
tion; echoes are expressed in terms of temperat
temperature correlation functions and the results compa
with simulation data. In Section VI the phase coherence
duced by velocity reassignments is demonstrated and m
ematically characterized. Section VII introduces a sim
phase relaxation model which accounts phenomenologic
for the t- and temperature dependence of the echo de
Section VIII presents a model of Langevin oscillators whi
provides an alternative description of the echo depth. In S
tion IX we discuss the main implications of this paper a
suggest future studies.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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II. METHODS

All simulations described in this paper were carried ou
for the protein BPTI starting from the 1.5 Å resolution x-ray
structure,30 with 58 amino acids and 898 explicit atoms. The
simulations employed the molecular dynamics package MD
PMD developed in our group together with the fast multipole
approximation~FMA! to evaluate long range electrostatic
forces.31,32 The CHARMM all-atom potential energy function
~parmallh3x.pro! and partial charge distribution
~topallh6x.pro! were used.33 The dielectric constant assumed
was «51 and the time step was chosen as 0.5 fs. Neithe
distance cutoff for non-bonded interaction nor the explici
hydrogen bonding energy function was employed. Th
equilibrated structures at a certain temperatureT0 were
achieved through coupling to a heat bath atT0 by rescaling
velocities through34

v i
new5v i

oldA12l1lT0 /T, ~3!

wherel50.01 and whereT is the temperature defined in Eq.
~1!. During the simulations of velocity reassignments, in-
cluding 5 ps before the first velocity reassignments, no cou
pling to a heat bath was applied.

In order to investigate echoes in BPTI without any elec
trostatic interactions~c.f. Fig. 4!, we employed the program
X-PLOR35 with the same conditions as described above, ex
cept that the electrostatic energy term was turned off durin
the simulations. For this purpose, we started from a 300
structure for full potential energies and equilibrated this sys
tem without electrostatic forces, coupling to a heat bath a
300 K.

III. SIMULATION OF VELOCITY REASSIGNMENT
ECHOES

In this section, we will describe the simulation procedure
for the velocity reassignment echo~VRE!. We introduce, by
way of the example presented in Figure 1~a! the simulation
procedures which produce the VRE. In this case BPTI wa
equilibrated atT05200 K. The simulation continued without
velocity rescaling for 5 ps and was then halted at time
t50. A set of Cartesian velocities

V ~1!5$v1
~1! ,v2

~1! ,v3
~1! ,...,v3N

~1!% ~4!

was chosen, each velocity componentv i
(1) being generated

randomly according to the Maxwell distribution at tempera
tureT1540 K, i.e., according to

f ~v i
~1!!5A mi

2pkBT1
expF2

mi~v i
~1!!2

2kBT1
G . ~5!

The 3N elements ofV (1) in Eq. ~4! were assigned as the
new velocities in thex,y,z-directions of theN protein atoms.
The simulation was resumed and aftert5100 fs was halted
again. Then random velocities of the set

V ~2!5$v1
~2! ,v2

~2! ,v3
~2! ,...,v3N

~2!% ~6!

were assigned to the atoms. This second set of velocities w
chosen strongly correlated with the velocities in Eq.~4!, us-
ing
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V ~2!5$lv1
~1! ,lv2

~1! ,lv3
~1! ,...,lv3N

~1!%5lV ~1!. ~7!

As indicated, the second set of velocities is related to set~4!
through a constant factorl. One can readily show that th
elements inV (2) satisfy the Maxwell distribution~5! for a
temperatureT25l2T1 . In case of the simulation in Fig. 1
we chosel5A5/2 such thatT2550 K. The simulation was
again resumed and the kinetic temperatureT(t), evaluated
according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, was monitored. Figure 1~a!
shows the trace ofT(t) and demonstrates the occurrence
an echo att5150 fs and one att5200 fs, i.e., att53t/2 and
at t52t.

An essential element in the procedure for velocity re
signment echoes is a significant correlation of the two set
velocities employed in the two reassignments, i.e., the co
lation of the sets~4! and~6!. To demonstrate the necessity f
such correlation we have carried out two velocity reassi
ments, a first reassignment att50 like in case of Fig. 1~a!,
and a second reassignment att5t5100 fs with a set~6!
chosen uncorrelated with Eq.~4!, i.e., the elements of the se
~6! were randomly selected according to a Maxwell distrib
tion at temperature 50 K. Figure 1~b! presents the trace o
T(t) after the two velocity reassignments. Comparison w
Figure 1~a! shows that the echo att53t/25150 fs disap-
pears, whereas the echo att52t5200 fs remains. This resul
indicates that the echo att52t is connected with a change i
overall temperature, whereas the echo att53t/2 is connected
with the correlation between the sets of reassignment vel
ties ~4! and ~6!.

To test this hypothesis we have also adopted a proce
in which a temperature change is avoided, but a strong
relation is retained. Such procedure reassigns att50 and
t5t the same set of random velocities corresponding to
equilibrium temperatureT0 , i.e., one employs the same pr

FIG. 1. ~a! Procedure of velocity reassignments and resulting tempera
changes: Starting from an equilibrated structure atT05200 K, one reassigns
velocities att50 and again att5t using random velocities correspondin
to T1540 K for a set~4!, and toT2550 K for a set~6!, respectively~t5100
fs!. The difference between two sets of velocities assigned att50 and
t5100 fs is a constant factor, i.e.,l5A5/2 @cf. Eq. ~7!#; ~b! temperature
response att.t with the same conditions as in~a!, except that two sets o
velocities assigned att50 andt5100 fs, i.e.,~4! and~6!, are uncorrelated;
~c! enlargement of~a! ~solid line! and comparison with~44! for l1

5 1/A5 andl251/2 ~dotted line!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103ownloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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cedure as in case of Figure 1~a!, except that one chooses fo
the sets~4! and ~6! temperaturesT15T25T0 . Figure 2~a!
presents the trace ofT(t) after such velocity reassignments
One notes, indeed, that the echo att52t disappears and only
the echo att53t/2 remains. This type of echo is altogethe
unrelated to the TQE. As the trace ofT(t) in Fig. 2~a! shows
this echo avoids completely a change of temperature, i.e
involves a gentle perturbation. We will refer to this phenom
enon as theconstant temperature velocity reassignment ec
~CVRE!.

IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY ECHOES

Due to conservation of total energy the velocity rea
signment echoes can be monitored also as a bump in the
potential energyV(t) of the system. On first sight this is
unappealing since the total potential energy is more diffic
to evaluate than the kinetic energy. However, this approa
permits one to dissect theV(t)-echo into its various contri-
butions, e.g., contributions from bond, van der Waals a
electrostatic energies; such analysis allows one then to c
clude which type of motions participate significantly in th
normal modes underlying the echo effect.

The potential energy of a protein, as employed in m
lecular dynamics simulations, is partitioned into so-call
bond, angle, dihedral, improper, electrostatic and van
Waals contributions:33,36

V~ t !5Vbond~ t !1Vangle~ t !1Vdihe~ t !1Vimpr~ t !

1Velec~ t !1Vvdw~ t !. ~8!

The bond energy and angle energy are described by quad
functions

Vbond5
1

2 (
bonds

kb~ ur u2r 0!
2;

~9!

Vangle5
1

2 (
angles

ka~u2u0!
2.

These terms contribute the strongest forces in a protein a
accordingly, one expects that these energy terms domin
theV(t)-echo. The dihedral and improper terms can be d
scribed in a common functional form

re

FIG. 2. ~a! Velocity reassignments att50 and t5t for l51 in ~7!, with
T05T15T25300 K ~t5100 fs!; ~b! enlargement of~a! ~solid line! and
comparison with the temperature response expressed according to~48!
~dashed line!.
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Potential energy response in case of CVRE atT05300 K for differentt ’s ~electrostatic energy is shifted by12200 kcal/mol!. The energy traces ar
averaged over five independent simulations. The positions of the echoes are marked by arrows.
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Vtorsion5H (
torsion

kf@11cos~nf1f0!# ~n51,2,3,...!

(
torsion

kf~f2f0!
2. ~10!

The electrostatic and van der Waals energies, the so-ca
non-bonded energy contributions, are described by the fu
tions

Velec5(
pairs

q1q2
er

; Vvdw5(
pairs

S Ar 122
B

r 6D . ~11!

In this section we consider the echo resulting from
CVRE procedure at T05300 K for time intervals
t5200,400,1000 fs. Figure 3 presents the contributions
the potential energy terms in Eq.~8! to the respectiveV(t)-
echoes. The results in Fig. 3 demonstrate thatVangle(t) ex-
hibits the largest contribution to the echo. The second larg
contribution arises fromVbond(t). The remaining potential
energy terms contribute insignificantly, in particular, th
electrostatic energy term shows no discernible contributi
One can interpret the results in Fig. 3 as a proof that
normal modes participating in the echoes are skeletal m
tions involving bending vibrations~which affect bond
angles! and involving, to a lesser degree, stretch vibration

The indifference of the electrostatic energy to the ec
effect is further demonstrated by a simulation, in which
the electrostatic forces in BPTI were turned off. We demo
strate below~see Sections VII, VIII! that the depth of the
echo is governed by anharmonic interactions which lead
vibrational dephasing. One might expect that the distinc
anharmonic electrostatic interactions would affect the de
of the echo; surprisingly, the results presented in Fig. 4 sh
that the echo depth is not affected by the electrostatic in
actions. We explain this indifference of electrostatic intera
tions to the echoes as follows: consider two charges se
rated by a distancer 0 in an equilibrated protein; if both
charges involve harmonic motions with amplitudesdr, the
energy perturbation of the electrostatic energy due to
harmonic motions is of the order ofdr /r 0; however, in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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folded proteinsdr is much smaller thanr 0 and, hence, the
electrostatic interactions do not influence protein modes sig
nificantly.

V. THEORY OF VELOCITY REASSIGNMENT ECHOES

In this section we provide a formal description of the
VRE and compare its predictions with simulation results
Such description can be obtained by expressing the sign
T(t) through a suitable ensemble average of the kinetic en
ergyEk(t) as it results after two velocity reassignments. An
analytical treatment is possible only in the framework of the
harmonic approximation. In this framework one can expres
the signalT(t) in terms of the temperaturesT0 , T1 andT2
introduced above and in terms of the normalized
temperature–temperature correlation function

CT,T~ t !5
^T~ t !T~0!&2^T~ t !&2

^@T~ t !#2&2^T~ t !&2
. ~12!

This function can be determined from simulations of equili-
brated proteins before any velocity reassignment is applied

FIG. 4. Comparison of CVREs att5400 fs andT05300 K for BPTI with
CHARMM33 partial atomic charges~dashed line! and with vanishing atomic
charges~solid line!.
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A. Three stages of normal mode dynamics

In the harmonic approximation, for a protein withN at-
oms, there are 3N26 different internal normal modes. Si
degrees of freedom, which describe overall translation
rotation, are not counted as normal modes. We denote
frequency of theath mode byva , the corresponding effec
tive mass byma , and the associated vibrational coordina
by xa , wherea51,2,...,3N26. For the purpose of our deri
vation, we divide the dynamics governing the velocity re
signments and resulting echoes into three stages:~0! before
the first reassignment,~1! between the first and the secon
reassignment, and~2! after the second reassignment.

Normal modes imply concerted motions in which ma
protein atoms participate. The modes are described throu
linear transformation from atomic coordinatesXj , j51,
2,...,3N to normal mode coordinatesxa , a51,2,...,3N26:

xa5(
j51

3N

Sa j~ t !Xj . ~13!

We have indicated through a time-dependence of the tr
formation matrix S(t) that the normal modes in a non
harmonic system, like a protein, are not invariant in time.
fact, one expects that the modes in proteins vary in time a
consequently, that the matrixS(t) experiences significan
changes while a protein moves across conformatio
substates.37 Since the evolution of the transformation matr
S(t) is unknown it is, strictly speaking, impossible to car
the velocity correlation expressed in Eq.~7! over to a normal
mode analysis. In fact, defining the normal mode velocit
at t50

ua
~1!5(

j51

3N

Sa j~0!v j
~1! ~14!

and att5t,

ũa
~2!5(

j51

3N

Sa j~t!v j
~2! ~15!

the sets of velocities, which should be assigned to the nor
modes, are

U~1!5$u1
~1! ,u2

~1! ,u3
~1! ,...,u3N26

~1! %. ~16!

and

Ũ~2!5$ũ1
~2! ,ũ2

~2! ,ũ3
~2! ,...,ũ3N26

~2! %, ~17!

corresponding to the velocity sets~4! and ~6!, respectively.
However, the lack of knowledge ofS(t) forces us to rather
employ, at timet5t, the velocities transformed byS(0)

ua
~2!5(

j51

3N

Sa j~0!v j
~2! ~18!

and, hence, the set

U~2!5$u1
~2! ,u2

~2! ,u3
~2! ,...,u3N26

~2! % ~19!

can be written, according to Eq.~7!,

U~2!5$lu1
~1! ,lu2

~1! ,lu3
~1! ,...,lu3N26

~1! %5lU~1!. ~20!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103ownloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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For the statistical characteristics of the velocitiesua
(1)

andua
(2) and their correlation the transformationS(0) is im-

material. Since the reassigned velocities are character
only through their average properties the transformation m
trix S(0) is not required; one can apply the statistical cha
acteristics directly toua

(1) andua
(2) without knowing the Car-

tesian velocitiesv j
(1) and v j

(2) . However, the replacemen
S~t!→S~0! implies an error for the correlation of velocities
as described, for example, by Eq.~7!. The correlation of two
velocitiesua

(1) and ũa
(2) can be written, using Eq.~20!,

^ua
~1!ũa

~2!&u5ga~t,T!^ua
~1!ua

~2!&u5ga~t,T!l^@ua
~1!#2&u .

~21!

Here ga(t,T) is a factor accounting for the difference be
tweenS~t! andS~0! and is a function of the time intervalt
and temperatureT. In the harmonic case, which is assume
in this Section,ga(t,T)51. But for proteins, due to anhar
monic effects, one expects 0,ga(t,T),1, ga(t,T) deviat-
ing more from unity, the longert. We will argue in Section
VII that the deviation ofga from 1 affects solely the32 t-
echo, and not the 2t-echo.

1. Before the first reassignment

During this stage, the position of theath normal mode at
t,0 can be expressed as

xa
~0!~ t !5Aa cos~vat1ua!, ~22!

whereAa denotes the amplitude of the mode which is relat
to the mode’s total energy and whereua denotes the phase o
the mode which is related to the initial values of the mode
position and velocity

dxa
~0!~ t !

dt
52Aava sin~vat1ua!. ~23!

For a thermally equilibrated ensemble the amplitudesAa are
randomly distributed, obeying the Rayleigh distribution38

P~Aa!5
mava

2Aa

kBT0
expS 2

mava
2Aa

2

2kBT0
D . ~24!

The phasesua , likewise, are random; they are evenly dis
tributed in the interval@0,2p#. Obviously, averaging over the
phases yields

^cos~nu!&u50; n51,2,3,... ~25!

The temperature correlation functionCT,T(t) defined in
Eq. ~12!, can be expressed through averages over the kin
energy of the system. In Ref. 29 it has been derived:

CT,T~ t !5^cos~2vat !&a . ~26!

Here ^...&a denotes an average over all the normal mod
i.e.,

^ f ~va!&a5
1

3N26 (
a

f ~va! 5E
0

`

dvD~v! f ~v!, ~27!

whereD(v) represents the so-called density of states.
Instead of evaluatingCT,T(t) using Eqs.~26! and ~27!,

one can determineCT,T(t), according to its definition~12!,
from molecular dynamics simulations which do not involv
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the harmonic approximation. In the present study the eva
ation of CT,T(t) was based on a 5 pssimulation without
coupling to any heat bath.29 The resulting correlation func-
tion is presented in Fig. 5. Following Ref. 39 one can crude
matchCT,T(t) to the function

CT,T~ t !'expF2S tt0D
2G , t052.35 fs, ~28!

where the decay timet0 had been determined through
least-square fit. This approximation, also shown in Fig.
introduces a natural time scalet0 , which will be used repeat-
edly. In particular, we will use

CT,T~ t !'0 ~t@t0!. ~29!

2. After the first reassignment and before the second
one

After the first reassignment and before the second o
i.e., for 0<t,t, the position for theath normal mode can be
expressed as

xa
~1!~ t !5Aa

~1! cos~vat1ua
~1!!. ~30!

This expression must be matched, att50, to the positions
xa
(1)(0) predicted by expression~22!, i.e., it must hold

Aa
~1! cosua

~1!5Aa cosua . ~31!

At t50, the velocities for all modesa are randomly assigned
elements ofU(1) @see Eq.~16!#. This implies the second
condition

dxa
~1!~0!

dt
52Aa

~1! va sin ua
~1!5ua

~1! . ~32!

From Eqs.~31! and ~32! one can determine the quantitie
Aa
(1) and ua

(1) and, hence, describe the motion fort>0 ac-
cording to~30!.

3. After the second reassignment

After the second reassignment, i.e., att>t, the position
of theath normal mode can be expressed as

xa
~2!~ t !5Aa

~2! cos@va~ t2t!1ua
~2!#. ~33!

FIG. 5. Temperature correlation function; the dots representCT,T(t) from a
5 ps simulation atT05297.86 K, evaluated according to Eq.~12!; the con-
tinuous line shows expression~28!.
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5,

e,

This expression must be matched, att5t, to the positions
xa
(1)(t) given by Eq.~30!, i.e., it must hold in analogy to Eq.

~31!,

Aa
~2! cosua

~2!5Aa
~1! cos~vat1ua

~1!!. ~34!

At t5t one reassigns the random velocities inU(2) @see
Eq. ~19!# with l5AT2 /T1. Employing the condition Eq.~20!
one obtains, in analogy to Eq.~32!,

dxa
~2!~t !

dt
52Aa

~2!va sin ua
~2!5lua

~1! . ~35!

Defining

ua5ua
~1!/l1 , ~36!

wherel15AT1 /T0, one can restate Eq.~35!,

2Aa
~2!va sin ua

~2!5l2ua , ~37!

where l25ll15AT2 /T0. We note that the velocitiesua

satisfy

^maua
2&u5kBT0 . ~38!

Equations~34! and ~37! allow one to determineAa
(2) and

ua
(2) and to describe the motion fort>t according to Eq.

~33!.

B. Expression for the temperature echoes

We are now in a position to determine the kinetic energ
and, thereby, the temperature after the velocity reassig
ments. The resulting kinetic energy is

Ek
~2!~t!5(

a

1

2
mava

2@Aa
~2!#2 sin2@va~t2t!1ua

~2!# ~39!

5(
a

1

2
mava

2$Aa
~2! sin ua

~2! cos@va~ t2t!#

1Aa
~2! cosua

~2! sin@va~ t2t!#%2. ~40!

Using Eqs.~34! and ~37!, and then~31! and ~32!, one can
express the amplitudesAa

(2) and phasesua
(2) in terms of the

initial amplitudesAa and phasesua in Eq. ~22! as well as
through the velocitiesua introduced in Eq.~36!. One ob-
tains, thereby,

Ek
~2!~ t !5(

a

1

2
mava

2 H 2
l2 ua

va
cos@va~ t2t!#

1Aa
~1! cos@vat1ua

~1!# sin @va~ t2t!#J 2
5(

a

1

2
mava

2 H 2
l2 ua

va
cos@va~ t2t!#

1sin@va~ t2t!#S l1ua

va
sin vat

1Aacosua cosvat D J 2. ~41!

This expression needs to be averaged overAa , ua , and
ua . Employing Eqs.~24!, ~25! and~38! one can carry out the
necessary averages and obtains
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Do
^Ek
~2!~ t !&5F ~3N26!kBT0

2 G K 11l1
212l2

2

4
1
12l1

2

4
cos~2vat!2

12l1
2

8
cos~2vat !2

11l1
222l2

2

4
cos@2va~ t2t!#

2
12l1

2

8
cos@2va~ t22t!#1

l1l2

2
cosF2vaS t2 t

2D G2
l1l2

2
cosF2vaS t2 3t

2 D G L
a

, ~42!
a
-

o

-

h
rt

f
i
o

h

ce
air

-

n-
e
r

y-

-

n

e

ar-
where ^...&a denotes an average over all normal modes
described in Eq.~27!. In the above derivation we have em
ployed the property that the average ofua Aa overAa and
ua vanishes.

According to Eq.~26!, one can replace all occurrences
^cos@2va(t2t8)#&a by CT,T(t2t8). Using Eq.~42!, one ob-
tains then for the temperature att>t

T~2!~ t !5T0F11l1
212l2

2

4
1
12l1

2

4
CT,T~t!

2
12l1

2

8
CT,T~ t !2

11l1
222l2

2

4
CT,T~ t2t!

2
12l1

2

8
CT,T~ ut22tu!1

l1l2

2
CT,TS t2 t

2D
2

l1l2

2
CT,TS Ut2 3t

2
U D G . ~43!

CT,T(t) decays on a time scale oft0 @c.f. Eqs.~28! and~29!
and Fig. 5# and, hence, we can noteCT,T~t!'0, CT,T(t)'0
andCT,T(ut2t/2u)'0 whent@t0 . This leads to the expres
sion

T~2!~ t !'T0F11l1
212l2

2

4
2
11l1

222l2
2

4
CT,T~ t2t!

new temperature temperature recovery

2
l1l2

2
CT,TS Ut2 3t

2
U D 2

12l1
2

8
CT,T~ ut22tu!G .

3t/2-pulse 2t-pulse ~44!

The terms in this expression can be interpreted in a straig
forward way. We first note that the second, third, and fou
term do not contribute, except fort't,3t/2,2t. The first
term, accordingly, describes the average temperature a
the second velocity reassignment. The second term descr
the recovery of the temperature immediately after the sec
reassignment, i.e., att5t. SinceCTT~0!51 the temperature
at t5t, given by the first two terms in Eq.~44!, is
T25l2

2T0 , the expected the result. The second term in E
~44! describes the relaxation of the temperature from t
initial value to the average temperature14 T0(11l1

212l2
2).

The third term in Eq.~44! describes the32t-pulse; the pref-

actor ofCTT in this term is the depthDT̃~3t/2! of this pulse,
i.e.,

DT̃S 3t

2 D5
T0
2

l1l2 . ~45!
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The fourth term describes the 2t-pulse; the depth of this
pulse is

DT̃~2t!5
T0
8

~12l1
2!. ~46!

A key prediction of Eqs.~45! and~46! is that the echo depths
are predicted to be independent of the time intervalt. We
will see below that actual simulations reveal a dependen
on t; anharmonic interactions need to be introduced to rep
this deficiency of Eqs.~45! and ~46!.

If one carries out the derivation above for the set~19! of
Maxwellian velocities~at temperatureT25l2

2T0) which is
uncorrelated from the set~16! of Maxwellian velocities~at
temperatureT15l1

2T0) the temperature responseT(t) will
again be given by Eq.~44!, except that the term with
;l1l2 actually vanishes. This implies that a choice of un
correlated sets~16!, ~19! abolishes the32t-echo. On the other
hand, one may notice that, in the above derivation, the co
dition of Maxwellian velocities has not been used. If on
applies a velocity setua

(1) for the first assignment and anothe
velocity setua

(2) for the second assignment, provided

^ua
~1!&u5^ua

~2!&u50; ^ua
~1!ua

~2!&uÞ0, ~47!

even thoughua
(1) andua

(2) may not satisfy the Maxwell dis-
tribution ~5!, Eqs.~30!–~46! still hold and the echo at 3t/2
will remain.

C. Comparison with simulations of the velocity
reassignment echo

We want to compare the prediction of expression~44!
with simulated echoes. Figure 1~c! demonstrates that Eq.
~44! predicts rather well echoes generated by molecular d
namics simulations. The dotted lines presented in Fig. 1~c!
correspond to Eq.~44!, assuming that the temperature corre
lation functionCT,T(t) vanishes fort@t0 . It is interesting to
note that the prediction holds better for the echo att52t than
for the echo att53t/2 in terms of the echo shape.

In the case of a CVRE, i.e., forl151 andl251, expres-
sion ~44! reads

T~2!~ t !'T0F12
1

2
CT,TS Ut2 3t

2 U D G . ~48!

Figure 2~b! compares a simulated CVRE with the predictio
by Eq. ~48! for BPTI at T05300 K. The shape of the pre-
dicted echo is found in good agreement with that of th
simulated echo. However, similarly to the TQE case,29 the
depth of the CVRE is not as deep as predicted by the h
monic approximation. We will demonstrate further below
No. 8, 22 August 1995AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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that for t values significantly larger than 100 fs the depth
the simulated echo decreases rapidly, diverging from the
diction by Eqs.~48! and ~44!.

We want to finally demonstrate that VREs can yield a
‘‘positive’’ echoes. An example is shown in Fig. 6. In th
case BPTI atT05100 K had been subjected to velocity r
assignments withT15900 K ~implying a heat puls att50
with l153! and T250 ~implying a quench att5t with
l250!. Expression~44! reads forl250

T~2!~ t !'T0H 11l1
2

4
@12CT,T~ t2t!#

2
12l1

2

8
CT,T~ ut22tu!J ~49!

and predicts that solely a 2t-echo arises. We note, in passin
that in the casel150 Eq.~49! reproduces the expression fo
the TQE derived in Ref. 29. Forl1.1 expression~49! pre-
dicts indeed a positive temperature echo. Such echo,
served also in cool-heat-cool temperature echoes,28 is pro-
duced in the simulation presented in Fig. 6. A comparis
between the prediction by Eq.~49! and the simulation result
in Fig. 6~b! reveals a rather large deviation due to stro
anharmonicity at high temperature, which will be discuss
below.

VI. PHASE COHERENCE AFTER VELOCITY
REASSIGNMENTS

In this section we will demonstrate that the echo
t53t/2 in the VRE stems from a coherence of the motio
i.e., from an inhomogenous phase distribution induced by
velocity reassignments. Essential for the generation of co
ence is a correlation between the two sets of velocities~16!,
~19! employed in the reassignments. To illustrate the re
tionship between phase coherence or velocity correlation
the one side, and the32t-echo on the other side, we will focu
on the extreme case of a CVRE in which the echo att52t
does not arise. The 2t-echo, the only echo in case of a TQ
has an origin different from that of the32t-echo: the tempera
ture quenches, i.e., reassignments of zero velocities, not
set the phases of all modes to 0 andp, but also alter the
amplitudes of the modes as demonstrated in Ref. 29; in c
of the CVRE, however, the amplitudes of the modes
completely unaffected. We will first demonstrate numerica
the existence of phase coherence in case of the CVRE.

FIG. 6. ~a! Temperature response after a velocity reassignment att50 with
temperatureT15900 K and a quench (T250 K! at t5t, starting with an
equilibrated protein atT05100 K ~t5100 fs!; ~b! enlargement of~a! ~solid
line! and comparison with the temperature response expressed through~49!
~dashed line!.
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will then provide a simple geometrical argument for th
phase coherence and, finally, describe the distribution of
phases after the velocity reassignments.

A. Behavior of an ideal ensemble

A definition of a phase for a system of non-linear osci
lators is difficult and, hence, it is essentially impossible
demonstrate phase coherence for a protein described by
lecular dynamics simulations. We resort, therefore, to an e
semble of purely harmonic oscillators for which phase an
phase coherence are readily defined. For this purpose
consider an ensemble of 10 000 harmonic oscillators at te
peratureT0 with frequenciesva , a51,2,...,10 000. We as-
sumed a density of statesD(v)}Av with a cutoff 0,v,10
and selected, accordingly, a set of 10 000 random frequ
cies va obeying this density; the method employed is th
same as in Ref. 29.

To describe the ensemble of oscillators we need to d
termine a set of amplitudesAa as well as a set of initial
phasesua . The amplitudesAa should obey the Rayleigh
distribution ~24!, i.e., should correspond to an ensemble
temperatureT0 . Rather than employingAa we introduce
mass-weighted amplitudes

qa5Ama /kB vaAa , ~50!

since this choice will make an additional choice of mass
for the ensemble of oscillators unnecessary. The quantit
qa obey the distribution

P~qa!5
qa

T0
expS 2

qa
2

2T0
D . ~51!

The phasesua are chosen homogeneously distributed in th
interval @0,2p#.

For the velocity reassignments one needs to select a
of random velocitiesua to be assigned, in case of the CVRE
to each mode att50 and att5t. The ua’s are distributed
according to the Maxwell distribution

f ~ua!5A ma

2pkBT0
expS 2

maua
2

2kBT0
D . ~52!

For this purpose we employ again mass-weighted quantiti
namely,

ga5Ama /kB ua , ~53!

which obey the distribution

f ~ga!5
1

A2pT0
expS 2

ga
2

2T0
D . ~54!

We will show now that the phases of the ensemble
oscillators after the first and the second velocity reassig
ment, i.e., the phasesua

(1) and ua
(2) as defined in Eqs.~30!,

~33!, can be expressed in terms of the selected quantit
va , qa , ga and ua , a51,2,...,10 000. According to Eqs.
~31! and~32!, the phases after the first velocity reassignmen
ua
(1) , can be determined through

cot ua
~1!52

Aavacosua

ua
52

qacosua

ga
, ~55!
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp



FIG. 7. Distribution of phasesua
(1) and ua

(2) , a51,2,...,10 000, after constant temperature velocity reassignments for a time intervalt51
(T05T15T25300 K!; each point in the figure represents a specific (va ,ua)-tuple determined according to Eqs.~55! and ~56!.
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where the sign of cosua
(1) is the same as that of cosua . The

phases after the second velocity reassignment,ua
(2) , can be

calculated from Eqs.~34!, ~37!, ~31!, ~32!. One obtains

cot ua
~2!52

Aa
~1!vacos~vat1ua

~2!!

ua

52
Aava cos~vat! cosua

ua
1sin~vat!

52ja cos~vat!1sin~vat!, ~56!

where

ja5qa cosua /ga . ~57!

The sign of cosua
(2) , according to Eq.~34!, is identical to that

of cos(vat1ua
(1)). We employed the program packag

MATHEMATICA 40 to evaluateua
(1) and ua

(2) for all 10 000
modes.

Figure 7 presents the resulting phases. The figure d
onstrates that the phasesua

(1) are homogeneously distribute
in the interval@0,2p#, but that the phasesua

(2) exhibit a dis-
tinctly inhomogenous distribution. In fact, modes with fre
quencies nearva5(n11/2!p/t assume phasesua

(2) with val-
ues concentrated aroundp/4, 3p/4, 5p/4 and 7p/4. This
behavior is consistent with expression~56!, since
cotua

(2)51 for va5(n11/2!p/t. As a result, modes with fre-
quenciesva5(n11/2!p/t will assume vanishing velocities
at time t53t/2 inducing, thereby, the32t-echo in the kinetic
energy or temperature.

B. Geometric construction of phases

To shed further light on the phase coherence illustra
in Fig. 7 we follow the phases of the system through t
coordinate-velocity phase trajectories of the individual osc
lators. Choosing mass-weighted coordinatesya and veloci-
ties ẏa , i.e., ya5Ama /kBvaxa and ẏa5Ama /kBẋa , the
trajectories (ya(t),ẏa(t)) move counter-clockwise on circles
with frequencyv5p/2t. The motion and its change upo
velocity replacements is schematically presented in Fig. 8

Before the first velocity reassignment, the normal mo
moves counterclockwise along the outer circle in Fig. 8. L
A5( ỹa ,y8 a) denote the phase space point where the fi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬
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velocity reassignment occurs. Assume the mass-weighted
locity, randomly assigned to the mode, isu0 . After the ve-
locity reassignment, the trajectory resumes its count
clockwise circular motion starting atB5( ỹa ,u0), i.e., on the
middle circle in Fig. 8. Att5t the mode will reach point
C5( ỹa8 ,y8 a8 ). After the second velocity reassignment the no
mal mode resumes its counter-clockwise circular motion
the inner circle in Fig. 8, starting atD5( ỹa8 ,u0). Since
OC5OB, and /BOL5/COQ5/MCO, DOLB
>DCMO, we can conclude OM5BL5DM , i.e.,
/DOM5p/4. This means that, at timet53t/2, the normal
mode, in casevt5p/2, will reach pointE, which corre-
sponds to vanishing velocity. Accordingly, a mode with fre
quencyv5p/2t, together with modes with close frequen
cies, contributes nearly vanishing kinetic energy att53t/2
and, accordingly, participates in the generation of the ec

FIG. 8. Coordinate-velocity diagram of a mode with frequencyv5p/2t in
case of a CVRE; before the first velocity reassignment, the normal m
moves counter-clockwise along the outer circle; the first velocity assignm
corresponds to the transitionA→B; between the first velocity reassignmen
and the second one, the mode moves counter-clockwise along the mi
circle, from B to C; the second assignment corresponds to the transit
C→D; after the second velocity assignment, the mode moves coun
clockwise along the inner circle, starting fromD.
No. 8, 22 August 1995AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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C. Phase distribution after the second reassignment

We want to characterize now the distribution of t
phasesua

(2) for arbitraryva through the median value an
the variance of the distribution. Analytical expressions
the variance ofua

(2) cannot be obtained, but one can det
mine the variance of cotua

(2) instead. We note for this purpos
that ja in Eq. ~56! is independent ofva . Accordingly, the
variance of cotua

(2) is

s~cot ua
~2!!5cos2~vat!s0~ja!, ~58!

wheres0(ja) is a constant and, choosing suitable units, m
be set to unity.

In order to determine the median ofua
(2) , we consider

the average of cotua
(2) in Eq. ~56!

^cot ua
~2!&5sin~vat!. ~59!

Defining

cot ūa5^cot ua
~2!&, ~60!

one obtains

ūa5arccot@sin~vat!#1np, ~61!

wheren is 0 and61; the sign of61 is determined to ensur
ūa to lie in the interval@0,2p#. ūa is the median ofua

(2) . In
fact, sinceja is distributed symmetrically around 0@cf. Eq.
~57!# and since the cot(x) function is one-to-one homologou
to x in the range of@0,p# or of @p,2p#, the number of modes
for ua

(2). ūa should be the same as that forua
(2), ūa when

0<ua
(2),p or p<ua

(2),2p. This means thatūa separates
the distributionpa(ua

(2)) such that

E
kp

ūa
duapa~ua

~2!!5E
ūa

~k11!p

duapa~ua
~2!!, k50,1 ~62!

which identifiesūa as the median~central value! of ua
(2) .

Figure 9 presentsūa and s(cotua
(2)) as a function of

va . For modes with frequenciesva5(n11/2!p/t, ūa is
seen to assume valuesp/26p/4 for 0<ua

(2),p, and values
3p/26p/4 for p<ua

(2),2p. Figure 9 also shows that th
variance of cotua for modes with frequencies close t
va5(n11/2!p/t is very small. One can conclude th
modes nearva5(n11/2!p/t lock their phases and, thereb
contribute to the VRE. Modes with frequencies which diff
significantly fromva5(n11/2!p/t have large variance, in
dicative of a lack of coherence; such modes basically do
contribute significantly to the VRE.

VII. PHASE DIFFUSION MODEL

In the framework of the harmonic approximation o
can describe accurately the position and the width of the
echoes after the velocity reassignments and account app
mately for the shape of the echoes, including their side ba
~cf. Fig. 7 in Ref. 29!. However, in the harmonic approxima
tion one predicts that the depth of the echoes is indepen
of the time intervalt between velocity replacements; sim
lations presented in Ref. 29 and in this article reveal that
echo depth in proteins shows a strong dependence on
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time intervalt. The aim of the present section is to explain
the mechanism underlying thist-dependence.

Most revealing for this mechanism is a consideration o
the CVRE ~cf. Fig. 10!: in this case, the velocity reassign-
ments leave the distribution of the normal mode amplitude
unaltered, only the phases being affected; hence, phase re
ation due to anharmonic interactions must be a main cause
the observedt-dependence. In the following we are guided
by the discussions regarding the TQE presented in Re
27,41 and by the successful description of the depth of TQ
in Ref. 29. We will devise a stochastic model for the relax
ation of the phasesua of the protein modes.

The model applied to describe the phase relaxation
protein modes due to anharmonic interactions had been
troduced in Ref. 29. In the harmonic approximation the mo
tion of theath normal mode is described by the expressio
Aasin(vat1ua). The interaction of the mode with the other
normal modes, due to the anharmonic interactions, involv
a large number of independent contributions such that o
may consider the interaction as stochastic. Both the amp
tudeAa and the phaseua will be affected, but at present we
focus solely on the relaxation of the phase. We account f
this relaxation through an additive random phaseda replac-
ing ua→ua1da . Assuming, for the moment,ua50, the
motion of normal modes subject to anharmonic interaction
is then described byAasin(vat1da).

We assume that the random phaseda is described by a
Wiener process. Such process also describes Brownian m
tion and, accordingly, we refer to the present model as th
phase diffusion model. This model is consistent with the pic
ture in which the time derivative ofda obeys ḋa5h(t)
whereh(t) presents white noise. The Wiener process is cha
acterized through42

^da~ t !&50
~63!

^da~ t1!da~ t !&52gaT min~ t1 ,t !.

We have included in the above formula the assumption th
the noise amplitude increases linearly with temperature su

FIG. 9. ūa
(2) , the median ofua

(2) , in the range@0,p# and@p,2p# respectively
~solid lines! and the variance of cotua

(2) , as given by Eq.~58! ~dashed line!.
The unit fors(cotua

(2)) is rescaled such thats0(ja)51 ~t51!.
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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that ga represents a temperature-independent constant.
probability to observe a phaseda at timet, when the phase is
zero att50, is

P~da ,t !5
1

A4pgaTt
expS 2

da
2

4gaTt
D . ~64!

To account for the effect of phase randomization o
introduces the quantitiesda,1(t) andda,2(t) which describe
the additional random phases developing after the first ve
ity reassignment and after the second velocity reassignm
respectively. Accordingly, one replaces Eqs.~30!, ~33! by

xa
~1!~ t !5Aa

~1! cos@vat1ua
~1!1da,1~ t !#; ~65!

xa
~2!~ t !5Aa

~2! cos@va~ t2t!1ua
~2!1da,2~ t2t!# ~66!

and employs these expressions to evaluate the kinetic en
The kinetic energy after the second velocity reassignmen
then @cf. Eq. ~39!#
a
v

e
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Ek
~2!~ t !5(

a

1

2
mava

2~Aa
~2!!2 sin2@va~ t2t!1ua

~2!

1da,2~ t2t!#. ~67!

Using Eqs.~34! and~37! and taking into account the random
phase developing after the first velocity reassignment un
t5t, i.e., da,1(t), one obtains

Ek
~2!~ t !5(

a

1

2
mava

2F2
l2 ua

va
cos@va~ t2t!

1da,2~ t2t!#1Aa
~1! cos@vat1ua

~1!

1da,1~t!# sin@va~ t2t!1da,2~ t2t!#G2. ~68!

Applying the conditions~31! and ~32!, this can be written

Ek
~2!~ t !5(

a

1

2
mava

2 H 2
l2 ua

va
cos@va~ t2t!

1da,2~ t2t!#1sin@va~ t2t!1da,2~ t2t!#

3S l1ua

va
sin@vat1da,1~t!#

1Aa cosua cos@vat1da,1~t!# D J 2. ~69!

The average overAa , ua , and ua , employing Eqs.~24!,
~25! and ~38!, results in an expression similar to Eq.~42!
^Ek
~2!~ t !&5

~3N26!kBT0
2 K 11l1

212l2
2

4
1
12l1

2

4
cos@2vat12da,1~t!#2

12l1
2

8
cos@2vat12da,1~t!12da,2~ t2t!#

2
11l1

222l2
2

4
cos@2va~ t2t!12da,2~ t2t!#2

12l1
2

8
cos@2va~ t22t!22da,1~t!12da,2~ t2t!#

1
l1l2

2
cosF2vaS t2 t

2D 1da,1~t!12da,2~ t2t!G2
l1l2

2
cosF2vaS t2 3t

2 D 2da,1~t!12da,2~ t2t!G L
a

.

~70!
s-
This expression contains, however, the random ph
da,1(t) andda,2(t2t). We have replaced here the sum o
all modesa by the averagê•••&a .

In order to determine the kinetic energy observed for
ensemble of oscillators one needs to average expression~70!
over the phasesda,1(t) andda,2(t2t) using the appropriat
probabilities. Noting that the average temperature after
first velocity reassignment, is (11l1

2)T0/2, the distribution
for da,1(t) is

P~da,1~ t !,t !5
1

A2~11l1
2!pgaT0t

3expF2
da,1
2 ~ t !

2~11l1
2!gaT0t

G . ~71!
ses
er

an

the

Since the average temperature after the second velocity rea
signment is (11l1

212l2
2)T0/4, the distribution forda,2(t) is

P~da,2~ t !,t !5
1

A~11l1
212l2

2!pgaT0t

3expF2
da,2
2 ~ t !

~11l1
212l2

2!gaT0t
G . ~72!

The term which contributes in Eq.~70! to the echo at
t53t/2 is
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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I ~ t !52
~3N26!kBT

2

l1l2

2 K K cosF2vaS t2 3t

2 D
2da,1~t!12da,2~ t2t!G L

za

L
a

. ~73!

The depthDT~3t/2! of the temperature echo is given b
2@2/(3N26)kB#I (3t/2). The phases da,1(t) and
da,2(t2t) occur in Eq.~73! in the combination

za52da,1~t!12da,2~t/2!. ~74!

Sinceda,1(t) and da,2(t/2) are independent Gaussian ra
dom variables, the distribution ofza is then again Gaussian
namely,

f ~za!5
1

A4~11l1
21l2

2!pgaT0t

3expF2
za
2

4~11l1
21l2

2!gaT0t
G . ~75!

Accordingly, one can express the average overda,1(t) and
da,2(t2t) at t53t/2 by an average overza , using the dis-
tribution ~75!. The echo depth can then be written

DT~3t/2!5
l1l2T0

2 K E
2`

`

dza cos~za!

3
1

A4~11l1
21l2

2!pgaT0t

3expS 2
za
2

4~11l1
21l2

2!gaT0t
D L

a

. ~76!

The integral can be evaluated and one obtains

DT~3t/2!5
l1l2T0

2
^exp@2~11l1

21l2
2!gaT0t#&a .

~77!

If one assumesga is the same constantg0 for all modes, this
yields finally

DT~3t/2!5
l1l2T0

2
exp@2~11l1

21l2
2!g0T0t#. ~78!

Similarly, one can derive for the echo att52t

DT~2t!5
~12l1

2!T0
8

exp@2~313l1
212l2

2!g0T0t#.

~79!

Figure 10 shows that the depths of the simulated ech
in case of CVREs, i.e., forl15l251, fit a mono-
exponential decay.DT(3t/2)}e2t/tc. From ~78! and for
l15l251 one expects the relationship

1

tc
53g0T0 ~80!

to hold, i.e., 1/tc should be linearly dependent on the tem
peratureT0 if g0 is indeed to be temperature-independe
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬16¬May¬2001¬to¬130.126.120.15.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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es,
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The simulation results, presented in Fig. 11, verify the e
pected behavior. This result justifiesa posteriori the tem-
perature dependence in Eq.~63!.

According to Eqs.~78! and~79!, the decay times, in case
of TQE and CVRE for the sameT0 , should be identical, i.e.,
should measure 1/(3g0T0). However, simulations at
T05300 K yield a decay time of 614.7 fs in case of a CVRE
and a decay time of 833.7 fs29 in case of a TQE. To explain
this difference we note that in Eq.~35!, condition ~20! is
applied, i.e., normal modes were assigned the same velo
ties att50 and att5t, except for a mode-independent facto
l. However, as discussed in Section V, Eq.~20! holds only
approximately. If one employs, in the derivation of the ech
depth, the velocity set~17! rather than~19!, i.e., applies con-
dition ~21! instead of~20!, expression~79! still holds since
the term corresponding to the 2t-echo in Eq.~70! does not
involve any across term ofua

(1) and ũa
(2) . However, the ex-

pression forDT( 32t), given by Eq.~78!, stems from a term
containing a factor̂ ua

(1)ũa
(2)&u in Eqs. ~70!. Accordingly,

DT( 32t) for condition ~21! becomes

FIG. 10. Depth of echo versust in case of CVREs at four different tem-
peratures; the dots are from simulations; the solid lines are least-square
to the simulation data and yield the relaxation timestc(T0) employed in
Fig. 11.

FIG. 11. 1/tc versusT0 in case of CVREs. The data points are from result
presented in Fig. 10; the solid line is a least-square fit to the simulation d
in a linear form, i.e., 1/tc5cT0 , wherec is determined to be 5.02~ns K!21.
, No. 8, 22 August 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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DT~3t/2!5
l1l2T0

2
g~t,T!

3exp@2~11l1
21l2

2!g0T0t#. ~81!

We have assumed here thatga(t,T) is identical for all the
modes, i.e.,ga(t,T)5g(t,T). Sinceg(t,T) is expected to
decrease with increasingt, the decay time of the32t-echo, in
actual simulations, should be smaller than predicted by
~78!.

The discrepancy discussed above is also revealed in
eral VREs. It is expected from Eqs.~78! and ~79! that the
decay time of the echo att53t/2, i.e., tc(3t/2), and the
decay time of the echo att52t, i.e., tc(2t), should satisfy

~11l1
21l2

2!tc~3t/2!5~313l1
212l2

2!tc~2t!5
1

g0T0
.

~82!

The simulations presented in Fig. 12 started from an equ
brated structure atT05300 K, and then reassigned twice th
same Maxwellian velocities atT15T2560 K, i.e., the simu-
lations realize a VRE withl1

25l2
251/5. As shown in Fig.

12, the simulations reproduce very well the exponential
cay of echo depth as well as the prefactorT0/10 predicted by
Eqs.~78!, ~79!. However, a comparison of the decay times
the 3

2t-echo and the 2t echo yields

~11l1
21l2

2!tc~3t/2!

~313l1
212l2

2!tc~2t!
5
1.431008

43567.7
50.62 ~83!

which differs from the value 1 predicted by Eq.~82!. This
deficiency arises fromg(t,T) @cf. Eq. ~21!# being signifi-
cantly smaller than unity in the actual simulations.

VIII. LANGEVIN DYNAMICS DESCRIPTION

One can also approach thet-dependence of the ech
depth through a model of an ensemble of oscillators g
erned by the Langevin equation43,44

ẍa1baẋa1va
2xa5ha~ t !. ~84!

In this model anharmonic interactions are accounted
through frictionbaẋa and fluctuating forcesha(t) which sat-
isfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

^ha~0!ha~ t !&52kBT0bad~ t !/ma . ~85!

FIG. 12. Depth of VREs att52t and at t53t/2 for the case of
T15T2560 K andT05300 K; the data points are from simulations of BPT
the solid lines represent least-square fits to the simulation data accordi
Eqs.~78! and ~79!.
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We assume that all modes are under-damped, i.e.,va

.1
2ba , an assumption which we will justify below, and de

fine the real quantity

Va5Ava
22 1

4ba
2. ~86!

For the temperature echo one needs to determine
average kinetic energy of the ensemble of Langevin oscil
tors ~84!. For this purpose the average quantities^x&, ^x2&,
^v& and ^v2& for a given initial positionxa(0) and velocity
va(0) of Langevin oscillators will be required. These quan
tities are given by the expressions

^xa~ t !&5xa~0!e2bat/2Fcos~Vat !1
ba

2Va
sin~Vat !G

1
va~0!

Va
e2bat/2 sin~Vat !, ~87!

^xa
2~ t !&5^xa~ t !&21

kBT0
mava

2 H 12e2batF ba
2

2Va
2 sin

2~Vat !

1
ba

2Va
sin~2Vat !11G J , ~88!

^va~ t !&52
xa~0!va

2

Va
e2bat/2 sin~Vat !

1va~0!e2bat/2Fcos~Vat !2
ba

2Va
sin~Vat !G ,

~89!

^va
2~ t !&5^va~ t !&21

kBT0
ma

H 12e2batF ba
2

2Va
2 sin

2~Vat !

2
ba

2Va
sin~2Vat !11G J , ~90!

which follow from Eq.~214! in Ref. 45.
We will consider in the following the special case of

constant temperature velocity reassignment echo~CVRE!
characterized through assigning twice the same velocit
ua to all modes. In order to determine the kinetic energy w
consider again, in sequence, three periods: before the fi
velocity reassignment (t,0! , after the first and before the
second velocity reassignment~0<t,t!, and after the second
velocity reassignment (t>t!.

1. Before the first velocity reassignment

In the present situation, this period does not need to
described in detail. All that is required is information on th
positions at the end of this period, namely,xa

(0)(0). In fact,
we solely need the average values

^xa
~0!~0!&~0!50, ^@xa

~0!~0!#2&~0!5
kBT0
mava

2 , ~91!

as becomes evident below. Here^...& (0) denotes the average
for the system before the first reassignment. Since the velo
ties are reassigned att50, no information on the velocities
va(0) is required.

g to
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2. After the first and before the second velocity
reassignment

From this period of the dynamics again only the po
tions at timet5t, i.e.,xa

(1)(t), are required since the veloc
ties will be reassigned. In fact, one needs solely the avera
of xa

(1)(t) and of @xa
(1)(t)#2. Using Eqs.~87! and ~88! one

obtains for specific initial positionsxa
(1)(0)5xa

(0)(0) and as-
signed velocitiesva

(1)(0)5ua

^xa
~1!~t !&~1!5xa

~0!~0!e2bat/2Fcos~Vat!1
ba

2Va
sin~Vat!G

1
ua

Va
e2bat/2sin~Vat!, ~92!

^@xa
~1!~t !#2&~1!5^xa

~1!~t !&~1!
2 1

kBT0
mava

2 H 12e2batF ba
2

2Va
2

3sin2~Vat!1
ba

2Va
sin~2Vat!11G J .

~93!

In using these quantities below one needs to carry out
averages over all positionsxa

(0)(0), denoted bŷ •••& (0) , and
over all velocitiesua , denoted bŷ •••&u .

3. After the second velocity reassignment

From this period one seeks solely information on t
velocities in order to determine the average kinetic ene
For specific initial positionsxa

(2)(t)5xa
(1)(t) and assigned

velocitiesva
(2)(t)5ua follows, using Eqs.~89! and ~90!,

^va
~2!~ t !&~2!52

xa
~1!~t !va

2

Va
e2ba~ t2t!/2sinVa~ t2t!

1uae
2ba~ t2t!/2FcosVa~ t2t!

2
ba

2Va
sin Va~ t2t!G , ~94!

^@va
~2!~ t !#2&~2!5^va

~2!~ t !&~2!
2 1

kBT0
ma

H 12e2ba~ t2t!

3F ba
2

2Va
2 sin

2Va~ t2t!

2
ba

2Va
sin2Va~ t2t!11G J . ~95!

In using these quantities below one needs to carry out
averages over all positionsxa

(1)(t), denoted bŷ •••& (1) , and
over all velocitiesua , denoted bŷ •••&u . Note that the ve-
locities ua must be averaged simultaneously for~94! and
~95! and~92! and~93! since the same velocities are assign
at t50 and att5t.
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4. Evaluation of the temperature echo

The average kinetic energy and, hence, the depth of
temperature echo, can be determined from Eqs.~94! and~95!
after the following additional averages are being taken:

~1! average^•••& (1) over all initial positionsxa
(1)(t), em-

ploying Eqs.~92! and ~93!;
~2! average^•••& (0) over all initial positionsxa

(1)(0), em-
ploying Eq.~91!;

~3! average^•••&u over all reassigned velocitiesua using
^ua&50 and Eq.~38!;

~4! averagê •••&a over all modesa.

One obtains in this way for the echo depth

DT~3t/2!5T02^^^@mava
~2!~3t/2!#2/kB&~3!,~2!,~1!&u&a

~96!

or

DT~3t/2!5
T0
2 K e2bat

va
2

Va
2 F12cos~2Vat!

2
ba

Va
sin~Vat!1

ba

2Va
sin~2Vat!G L

a

.

~97!

For ba50 for all a, i.e., for oscillators without friction
and fluctuating forces, Eq.~97! yields at-independent echo
depth

DT~3t/2!5
T0
2

@12CT,T~t!#'
T0
2

~98!

which reproduces the result~45! derived for the harmonic
model forl15l251.

In the casebaÞ0, holds46

^maxa~0! xa~2t!&

^maxa
2&

5e2batFcos~2Vat!

1
ba

2Va
sin~2Vat!G ;

~99!
^mava~0!va~2t!&a

^mava
2&

5e2batFcos~2Vat!

2
ba

2Va
sin~2Vat!G .

For t@t0 , both of the above quantities are small, such th
^ba /Va sin(Vat)&a and ^cos(2Vat)6ba/2Vasin(2Vat)&a

can be assumed to be negligible. Accordingly, we appro
mate Eq.~97!

DT~3t/2! '
T0
2 K e2bat

va
2

Va
2 L

a

. ~100!

In the limit ba!va and choosingba the same constantb0
for all a, follows

DT~t!'
T0
2
e2b0t. ~101!
, No. 8, 22 August 1995o¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This result can be related to the phase diffusion mode
Section VII. Comparing~101! and ~78! for the CVRE, i.e.,
for l15l25 1, yields

b053g0T0 . ~102!

5. Comparison with simulation results

Results for simulation of CVREs presented in Figs. 1
11 demonstrate an exponential dependence of the echo d
on t. The results also reveal thatb0 is proportional to tem-
perature. Comparing Eq.~101! with the simulation results
~cf. Fig. 10! one determines ab0 value of 1.6 ps21 at
T05 290.55 K. The relaxation rate 1.6 ps21 is much smaller
than most protein frequencies.4,5 Hence, we conclude tha
protein modes are mainly underdamped. This result justi
the assumption~86!.

There exist some earlier studies which determined
friction coefficients in proteins.47 The friction coefficients
measured in Ref. 47 for the atoms along two lysine chain
the protein RNase lie in the range 19–45 ps21, i.e., they are
much higher than our present values. The discrepancy to
smaller number is not unexpected since the work in Ref.
measured the friction coefficients in Cartesian coordina
for single atom motion, whereas we calculated here the f
tion coefficients in the normal mode space. Many contrib
tions to frictions and random forces in the Cartesian sp
are projected to become harmonic contributions in the n
mal mode space so that the friction coefficients of norm
modes are expected to be much smaller than the ones c
lated from a single atomic trajectory. As a matter of fact, it
observed in the simulation of ana-helical polypeptide with
eleven residues of glycophorin that the normal mode of
lowest frequency,v15 1.91 ps21, has a friction coefficient
of 0.35 ps21.44

IX. DISCUSSION

We have introduced in this paper a generalization of
so-called temperature quench echoes.24,28,29 Reassignments
of atomic velocities att50 and att5t, using two correlated
sets of Maxwellian velocities, produce a temperature quen
type echo att52t and a new echo att53

2t. The
3
2t-echo can

be produced without any change in temperature in the
tem, i.e., it involves a mild perturbation. The new echo ari
due to phase coherence and does not require ampli
modulation. The depth of the echoes is affected by ph
relaxation and, therefore, provides information on the li
time of coherent vibrations in proteins. The phase relaxa
rate has been found to increase linearly with temperat
The dephasing times, atT5300 K, measure about 500 fs t
1 ps, which is consistent with results reported in Refs. 17
22. This time scale is surprisingly long and establishes
relevance of protein normal modes. The echoes descr
can be monitored through the kinetic energy as well
through the potential energy of the system. The latter po
bility revealed that the echoes are induced mainly by skel
motions involving bond angle vibrations and, to a lesser
gree, bond stretch vibrations.

The VRE method and the analysis of first results open
avenue for various future studies. One can relate, for
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ample, the phase relaxation in proteins to other phys
properties which rely on anharmonic effects, e.g., to h
conduction as studied in Refs. 16 and 17. There exist num
ous possibilities to extend the echo method presented.
example, one can apply multiple velocity reassignments
ing correlated velocity sets. In a first investigation we det
mined that, in case of seven CVRE-type assignments,
pure 3

2t-echo deepened and developed only a single co-e
namely one att52t. This behaviour is distinct from that o
multiple temperature quench echoes reported in Ref. 29.

One may involve only reassignments for a localized s
set of atoms, e.g., atoms of a prosthetic group or substrat
investigate how extended protein modes are.16 One may also
explore correlations between the velocity sets~16! and ~19!
which differ from the simple correlation stated through~20!,
as discussed in Eq.~47!. One might use velocity sets with
weaker correlations than~7!, or employ correlations which
involve a spatial redirection, e.g., velocity sets with a cor
lation as expressed through~7!, except that x-, and
y-components in the setV (2) are interchanged.

One may also alter velocities through the application
d–forces $ f jd(t), f j8d(t2t), j51,2,...,3N% where the ran-
dom force strengths$ f j , f j8 , j51,2,...,3N% are correlated in a
similar way as the VREs. One may also consider to ass
instead harmonic forces$ f j sinvt, j51,2,...,3N% with ran-
dom strengthsf j , spatially correlated strengthsf j , e.g.,

^ f j f k&; exp(2urWj2rWku/ro) whererW j ,rWk denote the spatial po
sition of atoms, or spatially homogenousf j describing IR
absorption.9

An interesting alternative to the use of Cartesian velo
ties in Eqs.~4! and ~6! would be the use of velocities alon
internal coordinates. Such choice would be particularly int
esting for a study of selective excitations through echo
both spatially selective and selective for types of inter
coordinates. Such assignment could also avoid the probl
associated with a drift of the transformationS(t) defined in
Eqs.~14! and ~15!.

A major conclusion of the present study stems from
difference in the decay times of32t- and 2t-echoes: we claim
that this difference is due to a change in normal modes w
a protein moves between conformational substates. Th
changes are accounted for byga(t,T) in Eq. ~21!. It would
be of interest to determinega(t,T) directly from molecular
dynamics simulations. This is feasible through evaluation
the 3N33N position, velocity, and force correlation matr
cesM jk(tn)5^hj (t)hk(0)& wherehj (t) represents the Carte
sian components of position, velocity or force for all atom
of a protein at timest0 , t1 ,... Diagonalization of these ma
trices yields quasi-harmonic modes which can be used
determinega(t,T) or the change in correlation of the veloc
ity sets~16! and~17!.48 This quasi-harmonic description ma
actually also lead to an identification of the modes part
pating in the VRE.

A key question for future studies regards the biologic
relevance of the motions participating in echoes. One exp
that these motions can differentiate betweena-helical seg-
ments andb-sheets. This invites a systematic study of pr
teins with distincta-helical andb-sheet domains. A first
exploration of echoes of denatured proteins revealed
, No. 8, 22 August 1995o¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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D

echo depths were little affected by the denaturation, i.e.,
motions depend mainly on secondary structure. The mo
observed through echoes might be coupled, for example
electron transfer.49,50They might also be functionally impor
tant being involved in sonic speed allosteric coupling b
tween different sites in a protein as suggested in Ref. 18.
modes may also be essential in signal transfer, e.g., in ca
membrane proteins with longa-helical segments.51,52
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